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1. Introduction

Independent and impartial judges (courts) 
are a cornerstone of a State governed by the 
rule of law1. In Europe, we uphold this prin-
ciple as part of the right to a fair trial, as set 
out in Article 6 of the European Convention 
on Human Rights (ECHR)2 and Article 47 
of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 
the European Union (CFR)3. The basic ide-
as are, first, that anyone is entitled to have 
a dispute heard by a court of law in a pro-
cedure that meets specific requirements, 
that is, in a fair trial. The State has a duty to 
make such judicial dispute-resolution pro-
cedures possible. Second, it is an essential 
characteristic of a democracy that individ-
ual judges and the judiciary as a whole are 
independent of all internal and external 
pressures, so that those who appear before 
them, and the wider public, can have con-
fidence that their disputes will be decided 
fairly and in accordance with the rule of law.

The importance of judicial independ-
ence is more evident than ever. In recent 
years there has been a backsliding of the 
rule of law in the European Union (EU), 
with some Member States no longer re-
specting these fundamental values of the 
Union4. For the first time, the EU Commis-
sion has started infringement proceedings 
against a Member State (Poland) regarding 
legislation that breaches the principle of 
judicial independence. The ongoing rule-
of-law crisis in Poland (and some other 
Member States) has given rise to extensive 
case-law emanating from both the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and 
the Court of Justice of the European Union 
(CJEU) on the subject of the independence 
of national courts. Polish courts applying 
that new national legislation concerned 
have often been confronted with questions 
relating to judicial independence, and they 
have frequently requested preliminary 
rulings under Article 267 of the Treaty on 
the Functioning of the European Union 
(TFEU)5. In other Member States, courts 
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have been critical of the situation in Poland 
and hesitant to surrender individuals to that 
country under the system of the European 
Arrest Warrant (EAW)6, choosing to submit 
requests for a preliminary ruling to find out 
whether they may refuse to execute an Eu-
ropean arrest warrant. In the LM case7, the 
CJEU empowered national courts to carry 
out a “rule-of-law check” of other Member 
States by assessing the independence and 
impartiality of the issuing judicial author-
ities in the context of the EAW8. This means 
that national courts – often first-instance 
courts – have to investigate whether courts 
of other Member States are independent 
and impartial and, if they find them not to 
be, whether that circumstance could affect 
the individual concerned. How is this in-
vestigation to be performed, and on the ba-
sis of what criteria should a national court 
assess independence and impartiality in a 
specific situation?

What all of the case-law referred to di-
rectly or indirectly above has in common is 
that the judicial independence of Polish de-
cision-making bodies has been questioned. 
In their respective case-law, the ECtHR 
and the CJEU have stressed different key 
criteria of importance for interpreting the 
safeguards of independence and impartial-
ity when assessing whether a specific body 
satisfies the requirements of independence 
and impartiality that any court must meet 
under Article 6 § 1 ECHR and Article 47(2) 
CFR9. This paper aims to identify those cri-
teria and explore how they should be inter-
preted when national courts assess whether 
courts in other Member States meet them. 
However, it should be pointed out even at 
the outset that those criteria are often in-
ter-related and therefore can be difficult to 
keep apart. In addition, the two courts have 

sometimes dealt with several of the criteria 
as a single whole, and then it is not always 
easy to deduce from their reasoning which 
of those criteria they specifically refer to.

2. The concept of a tribunal or court 

2.1. General considerations

It follows from Article 13 ECHR and Arti-
cle 47(1) CFR that, as a general principle10, 
everyone whose rights and freedoms are 
set forth in the ECHR or are guaranteed by 
the law of the EU is entitled to an effective 
remedy, which includes access to an inde-
pendent tribunal11. According to Article 6 § 
1 ECHR and Article 47(2) CFR, everyone is 
also entitled to access to justice, including 
a fair trial before an independent and im-
partial tribunal. In other words, for a party 
to a dispute to have its fundamental right of 
access to justice met, the body deciding that 
dispute must fulfil the requirements set out 
in the ECHR and the CFR. In this context, 
the concept of “tribunal” is central. 

Whilst there is no explicit definition of 
the concept of a tribunal or court in any rel-
evant legal instrument, it follows from the 
case-law of both the ECtHR and the CJEU 
that “tribunal” is not necessarily to be un-
derstood as referring only to a court of law 
of the classic kind, integrated within the 
standard judicial machinery of a country. 
The concept of “tribunal” does of course 
include such traditional courts, but it also 
includes other bodies deemed equivalent 
to traditional courts12. Both the ECtHR and 
the CJEU have established different (but 
equivalent) criteria that are relevant to 
determining whether a decision-making 
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body can be considered a “tribunal” for the 
purposes of Article 6 § 1 ECHR and Article 
47 CFR. In the following, “tribunal” will 
be used to refer to a decision-making body 
which may, but does not have to be, a tradi-
tional court.

From the ECtHR’s case-law it follows 
that a tribunal is characterised in the sub-
stantive sense by its judicial function, which 
is to determine matters within its compe-
tence on the basis of rules of law and after 
proceedings conducted in a prescribed 
manner that meets the procedural require-
ments following from Article 6 § 1 ECHR. A 
tribunal must also act independently of the 
executive and be impartial in relation to the 
parties to the case13. In addition, it is in-
herent in the very notion of a tribunal that it 
must be composed of judges selected on the 
basis of merit, that is, composed of judges 
who fulfil the requirements of technical 
competence and moral integrity to perform 
the judicial functions required of a tribunal 
in a State governed by the rule of law14. 

According to the CJEU’s case-law, the 
relevant criteria are those that the CJEU 
considers when determining whether a 
body is a “court or tribunal” for the purpos-
es of Article 267 TFEU15. Relevant factors 
here are whether the body is established 
by law, whether it is permanent, wheth-
er its jurisdiction is compulsory, whether 
its procedure is inter partes (adversarial), 
whether it applies rules of law and whether 
it is independent16. 

Although the ECtHR and the CJEU thus 
express the requirements that a tribunal 
must meet slightly differently, those re-
quirements are in fact fundamentally the 
same: a tribunal must be established by 
law, it must perform judicial functions and 
settle disputes in a final and binding man-

ner in accordance with rules of law, and 
the procedure used must comply with the 
requirements set out in Article 6 § 1 ECHR 
and Article 47(2) CFR. 

Before the concept of independent and 
impartial tribunals is investigated in great-
er depth, something more should first be 
said about the other criteria that a tribunal 
must satisfy according to Article 6 § 1 ECHR 
and Article 47(2) CFR. Those criteria are 
discussed briefly below under the following 
headings: «A tribunal established by law», 
«A fair and public hearing», «Judicial 
functions and decision-making based on 
rules of law» and «Adjudication within a 
reasonable time».

2.2. A tribunal established by law

One key test of whether a body is a tribu-
nal for the purposes of Article 6 § 1 ECHR 
is that it must be “established by law”. This 
expression reflects the principle of the rule 
of law, which is inherent in the system of 
protection established by the ECHR. In a 
democratic society, it is essential for the 
judiciary to be independent of the execu-
tive. The “established by law” criterion en-
sures that the judicial organisation within 
a State is regulated by law emanating from 
the Parliament (the legislature), meaning 
that the judiciary is not dependent upon 
the executive17. The ECtHR has ruled that 
a tribunal which has not been established 
in conformity with the intentions of the 
legislator lacks the legitimacy required to 
resolve legal disputes in a democratic soci-
ety18. It should be noted that this criterion 
covers not only the legal basis for the very 
existence of a tribunal. In addition, any tri-
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bunal must also comply with the particular 
rules that govern it and the composition of 
the bench in each case19. 

The concept of “law” refers, in particu-
lar, to legislation concerning the establish-
ment and jurisdiction of judicial bodies20. 
The ECtHR has found that the criterion of 
“established by law” is satisfied at least by 
those bodies whose very existence is based 
on law. This does not mean that every single 
detail of the judicial system must be gov-
erned by law, only that the establishment, 
organisation and competence of the bodies 
in question must follow from law21. In ad-
dition, the concept of “law” here includes 
not only rules that give a tribunal its legit-
imacy but also rules that regulate the tri-
bunal’s composition and the procedure for 
appointing its judges. In other words, what 
is required is not just a tribunal established 
“by law” but a tribunal established “in ac-
cordance with the law”22. For example, the 
criterion of “established by law” could be 
breached if the rules set out in national leg-
islation for the appointment of judges are 
not complied with23. In recent years, this 
has been a problem in relation to courts in 
Poland, with the procedures for appointing 
judges both to ordinary courts and to the 
Supreme Court having been questioned. 
Regarding the latter, both the ECtHR and 
the CJEU have on several occasions found 
the appointment procedure to be unlaw-
ful24. The issue of the procedures for the 
appointment of judges in Poland will be 
further explored below at 3.2.2.

It should be noted that the right to have 
access to a tribunal established by law is 
very closely related to the right to be judged 
by an independent and impartial tribunal, 
even if these two rights are stand-alone 
rights according to Article 6 § 1 ECHR. 

In fact, under that article, a judicial body 
which does not satisfy the requirement of 
independence, in particular that of inde-
pendence from the executive, may not even 
be characterised as a tribunal at all25. The 
concept of independent tribunals is further 
explored below in Chapter 3. 

According to the CJEU’s case-law, the 
concept of “established by law” includes 
an inherent permanence test. To qualify as 
a tribunal, a judicial body must be perma-
nent. It must not exercise its judicial func-
tion only occasionally, and it must exercise 
it on the basis of an act adopted by national 
public authorities, not on the basis of an 
agreement between the parties to the pro-
ceedings before it26. This is connected with 
the concept of a tribunal being interpret-
ed in the light of Article 267 TFEU, where 
the requirement for a permanent court is a 
prerequisite according to the CJEU’s case-
law27. 

The requirement for permanence is not 
explicitly stated in Article 6 § 1 ECHR, but 
one of the purposes of the requirement that 
a tribunal should be “established by law” is 
to prevent the establishment of extraordi-
nary tribunals to hear particular cases or to 
operate in emergencies. Even so, the per-
manence test following from Article 6 § 1 
ECHR is not the same as that following from 
Article 267 TFEU. For example, the ECtHR 
has found that arbital tribunals established 
on the basis of the parties’ agreement are to 
be considered “tribunals” for the purposes 
of Article 6 § 1 ECHR28. The decisive issue 
in those cases has been whether the process 
before the arbitral tribunal meets other 
procedural requirements set out in Article 
6 § 1 ECHR; if it does, there is no violation 
of that article. 
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In recent years, the issue of what consti-
tutes an “independent tribunal established 
by law” has been extensively discussed in 
relation to a newly established Discipli-
nary Chamber of the Polish Supreme Court. 
In 2017, the organisation of that court was 
reformed. The new Law on the Supreme 
Court29 (which entered into force in 2018) 
created two new chambers: a Chamber of 
Extraordinary Review and Public Affairs 
and a Disciplinary Chamber30. The lat-
ter chamber has been criticised on several 
levels, mainly for not being considered to 
protect Polish judges from control by the 
ruling political party but also because of 
the procedure for appointing judges to it. 
Concretely, the judges of the Disciplinary 
Chamber are appointed by the President of 
the Republic on a proposal of the National 
Council of the Judiciary (NCJ), which is the 
same procedure used to appoint judges for 
the other chambers of the Supreme Court31. 
However, according to the new Law on the 
Supreme Court, the Disciplinary Chamber 
must be constituted solely of newly elected 
judges, meaning that those already sitting 
on the Supreme Court are excluded from 
it32.

The main role of the NCJ is to safeguard 
the independence of courts and judges33. In 
the context of the appointment of judges, a 
body such as the NCJ may well contribute 
to making the appointment process more 
objective34. However, the problem is that 
the NCJ’s organisation was also reformed in 
2017, in such a way that it can be questioned 
whether this is a body which is independent 
of political power.

The NCJ consists of twenty-five mem-
bers. In the past, fifteen of them were judg-
es selected by their peers, but now they are 
instead judges appointed by a branch of the 

Polish legislature. Another eight members 
are appointed in different ways by politi-
cal authorities. Hence, of the twenty-five 
members of the NCJ in its new composi-
tion, twenty-three have been appointed 
by, or are members of, the executive or 
legislature35. For this reason, it is highly 
questionable whether the NCJ fulfils the 
requirement of independence vis-à-vis 
the legislative and executive powers. This 
is serious given the decisive role of the NCJ 
in the process of appointing judges to the 
newly established Disciplinary Chamber of 
the Supreme Court.

None of the above-mentioned circum-
stances necessarily entails that a deci-
sion-making body – such as a disciplinary 
chamber or a national council of the judi-
ciary – does not meet the requirement of 
independence. That the judges concerned 
are appointed by the President of a Mem-
ber State does not necessarily make those 
judges subordinate to the President or 
raise doubt as to those judges’ impartial-
ity36. However, to avoid such effects, it is 
necessary to ensure that the substantive 
conditions and procedural rules governing 
the adoption of the appointment decisions 
in question are such that they cannot give 
rise to reasonable doubts in the minds of 
individuals as to the imperviousness of the 
judges concerned to external factors and 
their neutrality with respect to the interests 
before them, once they have been appoint-
ed judges. Furthermore, it is important, 
inter alia, in that perspective, that those 
conditions and procedural rules should 
be such as to preclude not only any direct 
influence, in the form of instructions, but 
also types of influence which are more in-
direct and which are liable to have an effect 
on the decisions of the judges concerned37. 
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When it comes to the NCJ, its crucial role in 
the appointment procedure makes it im-
perative that there should be no doubts as 
to its independence. However, following an 
overall assessment, both the ECtHR and the 
CJEU have concluded that there are legiti-
mate doubts as to the independence of the 
NCJ and its role in the procedure under-
pinning the appointment of the members 
of the Disciplinary Chamber. The question, 
then, is how this affects the Disciplinary 
Chamber: can it still be classified as an “in-
dependent tribunal established by law”?

The CJEU’s answer to that question was 
that the particular context and objective 
circumstances in which the Disciplinary 
Chamber was created, the characteristics 
of that chamber and the way in which its 
members were appointed were such as to 
give rise to reasonable doubts in the minds 
of individuals as to the imperviousness of 
that body to external factors, in particular 
the direct or indirect influence of the Polish 
legislature and executive, and its neutrality 
with respect to the interests before it. The 
likely outcome, according to the CJEU, was 
that the Disciplinary Chamber would not be 
seen to be independent or impartial, which 
was likely to prejudice the trust which jus-
tice in a democratic society governed by the 
rule of law must inspire in those individu-
als38.

In Guðmundur Andri Ástráðsson, the 
ECtHR had established a three-step test to 
determine whether irregularities in a ju-
dicial appointment process violate the es-
sence of the right to a tribunal established 
by law. The three steps involved are wheth-
er there was (i) a manifest breach (ii) of a 
fundamental rule of the appointment pro-
cedure and (iii) whether allegations were 
effectively reviewed and redressed by do-

mestic courts in a Convention-compliant 
manner39. After applying this three-step 
test to the circumstances of the Discipli-
nary Chamber of the Polish Supreme Court, 
the ECtHR found that there was a manifest 
breach of the domestic law which adversely 
affected the fundamental rules of proce-
dure for the appointment of judges to the 
Disciplinary Chamber, since the appoint-
ment was effected upon a recommendation 
of the NCJ, which no longer offered suffi-
cient guarantees of independence from the 
legislative or executive powers. The irreg-
ularities of the appointment process com-
promised the legitimacy of the Disciplinary 
Chamber to the extent that, following an 
inherently deficient procedure for judicial 
appointments, it did lack and continues 
to lack the attributes of a “tribunal” which 
is “lawful” for the purposes of Article 6 § 1 
ECHR. The very essence of the right at issue 
had therefore been affected40. In the light 
of the foregoing, the ECtHR concluded that 
the Disciplinary Chamber of the Supreme 
Court41 was not a “tribunal established by 
law”42. 

2.3. A fair and public hearing

The concept of a “fair hearing” is a broad 
one. It includes a requirement that judi-
cial proceedings should be organised and 
accomplished in a way that is “fair” to the 
parties to the dispute in question43. The 
right to a fair hearing set out in Article 47(2) 
CFR should provide a level of protection 
which is at least equivalent to that provid-
ed by the ECHR and the relevant case-law 
of the ECtHR44. Questions of fairness are 
determined by considering the whole pro-
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ceedings to see whether any defects in the 
process have occurred45.

Predictability is an essential prereq-
uisite for a fair trial. A State must have 
pre-established rules for the procedure so 
that the parties can predict what will hap-
pen at the different stages of the process. 
Further, as a starting point, judicial pro-
ceedings must be adversarial46. The parties 
must have the opportunity to contest with 
each other, present their respective case 
before the tribunal, and comment on and 
respond to each other’s action, including 
the legal facts invoked by the parties, the 
argumentation presented by them and the 
evidence adduced by them47. Any litigation 
materials filed by one party with a tribunal 
must be made available to the other party 
so that it can respond48. Further, a tribunal 
must base its decision only on such materi-
als that both parties have had the opportu-
nity to comment on49. 

The requirement for adversarial pro-
ceedings is closely connected to the prin-
ciple of equality of arms. Indeed, the facts 
of a case may give rise to concerns from 
the perspective both of the right to an ad-
versarial trial and of the right to equality of 
arms. However, equality of arms is deemed 
to obtain if the parties are treated equally, 
whereas adversarial process implies a right 
of access to all relevant litigation materi-
als, whether or not the other party has such 
access50. The principle of equality of arms 
requires procedural equality between the 
parties, that is, a fair balance between the 
parties. This means that each party must 
be afforded a reasonable opportunity to 
present her case, including her evidence, 
under conditions that do not place her at 
a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis her 
opponent51. It is not clear from Article 6 § 

1 ECHR and Article 47(2) CFR what proce-
dural safeguards are required to guarantee 
the principle of equality of arms – this de-
pends on the nature of the case and on what 
is at issue between the parties. Both the 
ECtHR and the CJEU have interpreted this 
principle in various cases and established 
various procedural safeguards included in 
it. At an overall level, it concerns various 
aspects of the parties’ right to appear before 
a tribunal and to actively present their case 
in the manner they wish52.

The requirement of a fair hearing also 
presupposes that the tribunal will give 
reasons for its judgment in both criminal 
and non-criminal cases. Indeed, national 
courts must «indicate with sufficient clar-
ity the grounds on which they based their 
decision»53. Exactly what is required will 
depend on the nature and circumstances of 
each case54. A tribunal does not have to deal 
with every point that a party has raised in its 
argumentation, but it must address the par-
ties’ main arguments55.

Further, the hearing before a tribunal 
must be not only fair but also public. In 
fact, a public hearing «protects the liti-
gants against the administration of justice 
in secret with no public scrutiny»56 and 
maintains public confidence in the judicial 
system57. For this reason, the principal rule 
is that hearings should be public. However, 
there are exceptions. For example, Article 6 
§ 1 ECHR specifically lays down that, under 
certain circumstances, the press and pub-
lic may be excluded from all or part of the 
trial. The parties may also waive the right 
to a public hearing. However, such a waiver 
must be made unequivocally and must not 
run counter to any important public inter-
est58. 
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2.4. Judicial functions and decision-making 
based on rules of law

As mentioned above, a tribunal is charac-
terised in the substantive sense of the term 
by its judicial function, which is to deter-
mine matters within its competence on the 
basis of rules of law and after proceedings 
conducted in a prescribed manner59. In this 
context, both the ECtHR and the CJEU have 
established that one essential criterion for a 
tribunal is that it should substantively settle 
disputes brought before it and must have 
jurisdiction to examine all questions of fact 
and law relevant to such disputes. Further, 
tribunals should adopt their decisions on 
the basis of exclusively legal criteria and 
following an adversarial procedure60. 

Specifically, in Kövesi, the ECtHR point-
ed out that «the “tribunal” in question must 
have jurisdiction to examine all questions of 
fact and law relevant to the dispute before it 
[and that t]he requirement that a court or 
tribunal should have “full jurisdiction” will 
be satisfied where it is found that the judi-
cial body in question has exercised “suffi-
cient jurisdiction” or provided “sufficient 
review” in the proceedings before it»61.

Finally, a further requirement inherent 
in the judicial function of a tribunal is that 
its decisions must be binding62. In order 
for a given body to qualify as a tribunal, it 
is therefore essential that it should act in a 
judicial capacity, not only in an adminis-
trative one63. It is of course conceivable for 
a single body to perform both judicial and 
other functions, and such “plurality of pow-
ers” cannot in itself preclude a body from 
being a tribunal with respect to some of its 
functions. What is decisive here is that, in 
the specific case in question, the body per-
forms judicial functions64. To constitute a 

tribunal, a body must give judgment in pro-
ceedings that are intended to lead to a deci-
sion of a judicial nature65. 

2.5. Adjudication within a reasonable time

Finally, justice must be delivered within 
a reasonable time. The purpose of this re-
quirement is to protect all parties to judicial 
proceedings against excessive procedural 
delays that might jeopardise the effective-
ness and credibility of justice66. The rea-
sonable-time requirement applies to both 
criminal and other cases. However, it is 
particularly important in criminal cases, 
where a defendant is charged with a crime 
and may be detained pending the sentence. 
Both the ECtHR and the CJEU have refused 
to impose a fixed time limit when deter-
mining whether a certain time is reasona-
ble. Instead, they have adopted a case-by-
case approach. However, both of them have 
established specific criteria that are impor-
tant when the question of reasonable time 
is to be decided: (i) the complexity of the 
case, (ii) the conduct of the applicant, (iii) 
the conduct of the domestic authorities and 
(iv) the importance of what is at stake67. 

3. The concept of “independent and impartial 
tribunals”

3.1. General considerations

The independence of national (courts and) 
tribunals and their judges is fundamental to 
the rule of law. This refers to independence 
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from the executive and the legislature as 
well as from the parties to the case at hand68. 
In a recent judgment, the CJEU conclud-
ed that the independence of the judges of 
the Member States is of fundamental im-
portance for the EU legal order in various 
respects, emphasising that this independ-
ence is, first, informed by principles of the 
rule of law, second, a necessary condition 
if individuals are to be guaranteed, within 
the scope of EU law, the fundamental right 
to an independent and impartial tribunal 
laid down in Article 47 CFR and, third, es-
sential to the proper working of the system 
of judicial co-operation embodied by the 
preliminary-ruling mechanism under Ar-
ticle 267 TFEU in that that mechanism may 
be activated only by a body responsible for 
applying EU law that satisfies, inter alia, the 
criterion of independence69.

The concepts of independence and im-
partiality include different aspects of the 
requirement that tribunals should act ob-
jectively and not be affected by irrelevant 
circumstances. While these concepts are 
often mentioned together and dealt with 
as a whole, there are differences between 
them70. The concept of independence re-
quires the tribunal to exercise its judicial 
functions wholly autonomously, without 
being subject to any hierarchical constraint 
or subordinated to any other body and 
without taking orders or instructions from 
any source whatsoever. This protects the 
tribunal against external interventions or 
pressure liable to impair its members’ in-
dependent judgement and influence their 
decisions71. Further, individual judges 
must be free from undue influence both in-
side and outside the judiciary, meaning that 
they must be free from directives or pres-
sure from their fellow judges or from those 

who have administrative responsibilities 
within the tribunal, such as the president 
of the tribunal or the president of a division 
within the tribunal72. 

By contrast, the concept of impartiali-
ty applies to individual judges and to their 
actions in specific cases. There must be 
no will or inclination within the tribunal 
to favour one party over another, and the 
parties must be treated equally in the de-
cision-making process and the proceed-
ings73. Impartiality is essential to ensure 
a level playing-field for the parties to the 
proceedings and for their respective in-
terests with regard to the subject matter 
of those proceedings. The judges must be 
objective and must have no interest in the 
outcome of the proceedings apart from the 
strict application of the rule of law74. How-
ever, since it is difficult to prove that a judge 
has been deliberately biased, both a subjec-
tive and an objective test are required to 
determine whether a judge has been im-
partial in a specific case. The subjective test 
assesses the judge’s personal conviction 
and behaviour in that case, for example to 
determine whether he or she held any per-
sonal prejudice or bias in the case. The ob-
jective test applies to the tribunal itself and 
assesses, inter alia, whether its composition 
offered sufficient guarantees to exclude any 
legitimate doubt regarding its impartiality. 
What needs to be determined is whether, 
apart from a specific judge’s conduct, there 
are any ascertainable facts that may raise 
doubts about the impartiality of the tribunal 
or of that judge75. 

The concepts of independence and ob-
jective impartiality are particularly closely 
linked (which is presumably an important 
part of the reason why the concepts of in-
dependence and impartiality are often 
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mentioned as a whole76). In this respect, 
even appearances may be of a certain im-
portance, as reflected in the dictum that 
«justice must not only be done, it must also 
be seen to be done»77. This is because the 
tribunals must inspire public confidence, 
which is essential in a democratic society78.

The CJEU has ruled that the concept of 
independence is inherent in the task of ad-
judication. It makes a distinction between 
the external and internal aspects of inde-
pendence, where the latter aspect relates to 
impartiality and the former to independ-
ence in the sense of protection from exter-
nal factors79. It goes without saying that the 
internal aspect of independence (impar-
tiality) is essential. As noted, this requires 
objectivity and the absence of any interest in 
the outcome of the proceedings apart from 
the strict application of the rule of law80, 
which is clearly a fundamental prerequisite 
for the proper application of the law. How-
ever, this paper focuses on independence 
at a more general level, specifically on the 
criteria that characterise a tribunal that is 
“independent” in the sense of the ECtHR’s 
and the CJEU’s first aspect, that is, one that 
is free from external and internal pressure. 

The structure and organisation of a tri-
bunal are essential to guarantee that it is 
free from external or internal pressure. 
Hence there must be structural and organ-
isational rules and safeguards against out-
side pressure in a Member State to ensure 
that its judiciary has legal opportunities to 
act independently as well as to ensure that 
it presents an appearance of independence. 
In this context, rules concerning security 
of tenure are of particular importance. In 
the following, various criteria pertaining 
to this issue that the ECtHR and the CJEU 
have highlighted as important when decid-

ing whether a tribunal has the potential to 
act independently will be addressed, both 
at a theoretical level and in relation to the 
specific case of Poland.

3.2. Security of tenure

3.2.1. Introduction

According to the case-law of the ECtHR 
and the CJEU, the judiciary must be so or-
ganised that the tribunals offer guarantees 
ensuring an “appearance of independ-
ence”. As expressed by the CJEU in the 
Wilson case, «guarantees of independence 
and impartiality require rules, particularly 
as regards the composition of the body and 
the appointment, length of service and the 
grounds for abstention, rejection and dis-
missal of its members»81, in order to dis-
miss any reasonable doubt in the minds 
of individuals as to the independence and 
impartiality of a tribunal. The ECtHR has 
made similar statements about the cri-
teria that are relevant when determining 
whether a tribunal meets the requirement 
of independence, stressing the following 
criteria as particularly essential in that con-
text: (i) the appointment of judges and the 
appointment procedure, (ii) their term of 
office and (iii) the removal – or rather irre-
movability – of judges82. 

3.2.2. Appointment of judges 

According to the requirements set out in 
Article 6 § 1 ECHR and Article 47(2) CFR, 
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as interpreted in the case-law of the ECtHR 
and the CJEU, respectively, a tribunal must 
be established not only “by law” but “in ac-
cordance with the law”83. This means that 
both the composition of a tribunal and the 
procedure for the appointment of its judges 
must be in accordance with domestic law84 
and that the domestic legislation on the 
procedure for the appointment of judges 
must be formulated in unequivocal terms, 
to the extent possible, so as to prevent ar-
bitrary interference with the appointment 
process85.

Further, it is essential for the judicial 
system of a State to have clear rules on the 
appointment of judges. It must be predict-
able what qualifications are required to 
become a judge and how the appointment 
procedure is organised. The judges sitting 
on a tribunal must be selected on the basis 
of merit – that is, from among individuals 
who fulfil the requirements of technical 
competence and moral integrity. The high-
er a tribunal is placed in the judicial hierar-
chy, the more demanding the applicable se-
lection criteria should be86. In addition, it 
is essential to protect the procedure for the 
appointment of judges from political in-
terference and arbitrary appointments, in 
order to guarantee judicial independence 
and impartiality. Judges must be protected 
from any external intervention or pressure 
liable to jeopardise their independence. In 
particular, rules about security of tenure 
must be such as to preclude not only direct 
influence in the form of instructions but 
also types of influence which are more in-
direct and liable to affect the decisions of 
the judges concerned. It is also essential to 
ensure that the substantive conditions and 
detailed procedural rules governing the ap-
pointment procedure and the decisions to 

appoint a specific judge are such that they 
cannot give rise to reasonable doubts, in 
the minds of individuals, as to the imper-
viousness of the judges concerned to ex-
ternal factors and as to their neutrality with 
respect to the interests before them, once 
they have been appointed judges87. 

However, it must be pointed out that 
there is no single model for selecting and 
appointing judges that is common to all 
countries. Rather, there are several dif-
ferent ways of doing this88. One important 
principle is that of the “separation of pow-
ers” between the political organs of govern-
ment and the judiciary. This does not mean 
that the executive and the legislature must 
not be involved in the appointment of judg-
es, provided that the judges, once appoint-
ed, are free from influence or pressure 
when fulfilling their judicial function89. 
Instead, the decisive factor according to the 
ECtHR is always whether the requirements 
of the ECHR are met in a given case90.

The procedure for appointing judges to 
Polish courts – both to the ordinary courts 
and to the Supreme Court – has been the 
subject of much criticism in recent years. It 
has been questioned whether appointments 
made are compatible with domestic law. 
Further, criticism has been based on the 
fact that the body that appointed the judges 
in question was not considered to be inde-
pendent. In addition, proper reasons were 
not given for some appointment decisions. 
Finally, shortcomings have been pointed 
out with regard to opportunities for appeal-
ing against such decisions91. For example, 
in one case, the judges of the Disciplinary 
Chamber of the Polish Supreme Court had 
been appointed by the President of the Re-
public of Poland on the recommendation 
of the NCJ, the majority of whose mem-
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bers are no longer elected by judges but 
rather by the Sejm (the lower house of the 
national parliament)92. The ECtHR found 
that the legislative and executive powers 
had improperly influenced the procedure 
for appointing judges. This had resulted in 
a fundamental irregularity which adversely 
affected the entire process and compro-
mised the legitimacy of the Disciplinary 
Chamber, which could therefore not be 
considered an “independent and impartial 
tribunal established by law”93.

The composition of a decision-making 
body is not a problem in the case of tradi-
tional courts composed entirely of judges. 
Such a court is usually composed of pro-
fessional judges, but this is not an absolute 
requirement. Lay judges (or lay assessors) 
– non-professional judges – are not unu-
sual in European legal systems. At a general 
level, there are no problems with them, but 
in specific cases there can be. In the Lang-
borger case, the composition of the Swedish 
Housing and Tenancy Court was at issue. 
The ECtHR found that, although the lay 
assessors who sat on the Housing and Ten-
ancy Court alongside professional judges 
generally appeared to be exceptionally well 
qualified to adjudicate disputes between 
landlords and tenants as well as to address 
the specific questions that might arise in 
such disputes, it could not be excluded 
that their independence and impartiality 
might be open to doubt in a particular case. 
In Langborger, the lay assessors had been 
nominated by, and had close links with, 
two associations that both had an interest 
in the outcome of the case. For this reason, 
the ECtHR concluded that the composition 
of the Housing and Tenancy Court did not 
present an appearance of independence in 
the specific case94. 

Further, even if lay judges are accepted 
as members of a tribunal, there must be an 
appropriate balance between them and the 
professional judges. In fact, the number of 
judges and their functions have a bearing 
on whether a tribunal can be considered 
independent and impartial. The ECtHR has 
held that, where at least half of the mem-
bers of a tribunal are professional judges, 
including the president with a casting vote, 
this is a strong indicator of impartiality. On 
the other hand, if the vast majority of the 
members of a tribunal are non-profession-
al judges, there could be a problem as re-
gards its appearance of independence and 
impartiality95.

3.2.3. Term of office

Judges do not need to be given lifetime ap-
pointments, but their term of office must 
not be too short. It goes without saying that 
life tenure or long terms of office promote 
judicial independence and that there is a 
risk that short terms will have the opposite 
effect, especially if reappointment is possi-
ble. The requirement of independence set 
out in Article 6 § 1 ECHR and Article 47(2) 
CFR is in fact not met if the judges’ term 
of office is too short, although the exact 
meaning of that depends on the type of de-
cision-making body. For example, a three-
year term for members of a prison board 
has been accepted by the ECtHR, which ad-
mitted that this period was relatively short 
but found it to be justified by the fact that 
the board members were unpaid and that it 
might be hard to find candidates willing to 
serve for longer periods96. Such consider-
ations would in most cases probably not be 
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acceptable for courts in the standard sense, 
however. Judges are usually appointed for 
life or for a fixed term which is considerably 
longer than three years. 

Further, that judges should be in princi-
ple irremovable during their time of office 
is generally seen as a corollary of their in-
dependence and thus deemed to be includ-
ed in the guarantees of Article 6 § 1 ECHR97. 
In fact, the CJEU has ruled that judges must 
perform their judicial functions until the 
expiry of their mandate or until they have 
reached the obligatory retirement age98. 
This issue created problems when Poland, 
in recent years, introduced new legislation 
lowering the retirement age for judges in 
both the ordinary courts and the Supreme 
Court. The new rules would apply even to 
judges who had been appointed and tak-
en office before they came into force. The 
EU Commission considered that the new 
rules conflicted with EU law and therefore 
initiated two infringement actions against 
Poland. In its judgments, the CJEU stated 
that the new rules were incompatible with 
the principle of the irremovability of judg-
es99. It should be noted that the national 
provisions challenged by the Commission 
in its actions had already been repealed 
or amended, and their effects had thus 
been eliminated, before the CJEU gave its 
judgments. However, according to the set-
tled case-law of the CJEU, the question of 
whether there has been a failure to fulfil 
obligations under EU law must be examined 
on the basis of the position in which the 
Member State at issue had found itself at the 
end of the period laid down in the reasoned 
opinion, meaning that the CJEU was unable 
to take account of any subsequent changes 
and had to rule on the actions anyway100. Its 
judgments will be further analysed below.

3.2.4. Removal of judges

It is an essential prerequisite of a demo-
cratic society that judges should exercise 
their duties without fear of being dismissed 
if they do not make certain rulings or if they 
otherwise adjudicate in a way that is not 
desirable to State authorities. Government 
agencies must not have the right to dismiss 
a judge just because it considers him or 
her inconvenient. According to the CJEU’s 
case-law, a tribunal must exercise its func-
tion 

wholly autonomously, without being subject to 
any hierarchical constraint or subordinated to 
any other body and without taking orders or in-
structions from any source whatsoever, being 
thus protected against external interventions 
or pressure liable to impair the independent 
judg[e]ment of its members and to influence 
their decisions101. 

The principle is that judges may remain 
in post until they reach the obligatory re-
tirement age or until the expiry of their 
mandate, where it is for a fixed term102. 
Hence a Member State must not retroac-
tively lower the retirement age for judges 
during their term of office103. While it must 
be possible to hold judges accountable if 
they neglect their duties or abuse their po-
sition, meaning that there is a need for dis-
ciplinary mechanisms, including to remove 
judges, the disciplinary processes must be 
predictable. In other words, the procedure 
for disciplining and removing judges must 
be thorough, robust and politically impar-
tial104. 

According to the CJEU, the dismissal of 
members of a tribunal should be «deter-
mined by specific rules, by means of ex-
press legislative provisions offering safe-
guards that go beyond those provided for by 
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the general rules of administrative law and 
employment law which apply in the event 
of an unlawful dismissal»105. Specifically, 
judges may be dismissed if they are deemed 
unfit to carry out their duties because of 
incapacity or a severe breach of their obli-
gations, provided that the appropriate pro-
cedures are followed. By contrast, judges 
should not be subject to arbitrary removal, 
and they should not be dependent on the 
authorities having appointed them. Each 
dismissal of a judge or other comparable de-
cision-makers must provide the necessary 
guarantees to prevent the risk that discipli-
nary injunctions will be used as a means to 
exercise political control over the content 
of judicial decisions106. 

The above-mentioned new Polish Law 
on the Supreme Court107 lowered the re-
tirement age for Supreme Court judges to 
65 years, whereas the previous retirement 
age had been 70 years with a possible ex-
tension of two years provided the judge 
submitted a health declaration. This new 
retirement age began to apply on the day 
when the law entered into force, even with 
regard to those Supreme Court judges who 
had been appointed and taken office before 
that day. Under the new law, it was similarly 
possible for a Supreme Court judge to have 
his or her appointment extended and to 
continue serving as a judge beyond the age 
of 65108. A judge wishing to obtain such an 
extension would submit a declaration to that 
effect along with a health certificate. How-
ever, then the President of the Republic of 
Poland had the power to decide whether 
to grant the request for an extension. The 
President would not be bound by any crite-
ria when making that decision, which would 
not be subject to judicial review. 

The retirement age for judges in or-
dinary Polish courts was also lowered in 
2017, to 60 years for women and 65 years 
for men, whereas the previous retirement 
age had been 67 years for both sexes109. The 
law introducing that rule also empowered 
the Minister of Justice to extend the active 
term of office for judges in ordinary courts 
beyond the new retirement ages. 

As mentioned above at 3.2.3, the Com-
mission initiated two infringement actions 
against Poland following the introduction 
of the rules lowering the retirement age 
for judges in the Supreme Court and in the 
ordinary courts. The CJEU ruled that those 
rules breached EU law in that they failed 
to meet the requirement for independent 
courts because of a violation of the princi-
ple of the irremovability of judges110.

In this context, the CJEU noted that the 
fact that a State representative such as the 
President or Minister of Justice of Poland 
had been entrusted with the power to decide 
whether or not to extend the period of judi-
cial activity beyond the normal retirement 
age did not in and of itself provide sufficient 
grounds for concluding that the principle of 
independence had been infringed. Rather, 
the problem was to be found in the unclarity 
of the substantive conditions and detailed 
procedural rules that governed the deci-
sion-making power of the President and 
Minister of Justice. The CJEU stressed that 
the decisions made in such matters must be 
such that they do not give rise to reasonable 
doubts, in the minds of individuals, as to 
the independence of the decision-making 
process and of the judges concerned. The 
conditions and procedural rules should be 
so designed that those judges are protect-
ed from potential temptations to give in to 
external intervention or pressure that is 
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liable to jeopardise their independence. In 
particular, the procedural rules must make 
it possible to preclude not only any direct 
influence in the form of instructions, but 
also types of more indirect influence which 
are liable to affect the decisions of the judg-
es concerned. In the CJEU’s opinion, the 
criteria based on which the President and 
Minister made their decisions did not sat-
isfy those requirements111. In addition, the 
CJEU considered that the fact that the new 
rules applied even to judges already serving 
on the Supreme Court entailed that those 
judges might have to stop performing their 
judicial tasks prematurely, which raised 
reasonable concerns regarding compliance 
with the principle of the irremovability of 
judges112.

As regards the lowering of the retire-
ment age for Supreme Court judges, a fur-
ther problem in the CJEU’s opinion was 
that the President’s decisions were not just 
discretionary in that they were not gov-
erned by any objective and verifiable crite-
rion, but also not subject to a requirement 
to state reasons nor possible to challenge 
in court113. Concretely, the new Law on the 
Supreme Court provided for the NCJ to de-
liver an opinion to the President before he 
adopted his decision. While the CJEU noted 
that having a body such as the NCJ prepare a 
matter concerning the possible extension of 
a judge’s tenure before the President makes 
his decision may help make the procedure 
more objective, this presupposes that the 
body in question (in the present case, the 
NCJ) is independent of the legislative and 
executive authorities and of the authority to 
which it is to give its opinion (in the pres-
ent case, the President). Further, the CJEU 
pointed out that the NCJ did not need to 
give reasons for its opinion, and an opinion 

without explicit reasons cannot be consid-
ered to be capable of objectively guiding the 
President when he decides whether to ex-
tend the term of office of a Supreme Court 
judge114. 

As regards judges in ordinary courts, 
the CJEU found that the lowering of their 
retirement age combined with the confer-
ment upon the Minister of Justice of discre-
tion for the purpose of authorising them to 
continue carrying out their duties beyond 
the new retirement ages failed to comply 
with the principle of irremovability. In fact, 
that combination of measures was deemed 
to create reasonable doubts in the minds 
of individuals that the new system might 
actually have been intended to enable the 
Minister to remove certain groups of judges 
once they had reached the newly set normal 
retirement age while letting other judges 
retain their position115.

A further requirement following from 
the principle of judicial independence is 
that national judges should not be subjected 
to disciplinary proceedings or actions for 
exercising their discretion to bring a ques-
tion before the CJEU116. A related issue that 
has become increasingly relevant in Poland 
in recent years, since the reform of its judi-
cial organisation, is to do with what actions 
by judges can lead to disciplinary liability.

One problem in this connection is that 
the rules on disciplinary liability of judges 
(which are to be applied by the new Disci-
plinary Chamber)117 are such that they can 
be used as a means of exerting political 
control over judges’ judicial activity118. The 
CJEU has emphasised that it is essential that 
judges should not be subject to disciplinary 
action because a court decision contains a 
possible error regarding the interpretation 
and application of national and EU law pro-
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visions or in the assessment of the facts and 
the appraisal of the evidence119. To guaran-
tee the independence inherent in the tasks 
of judges, and to avoid exposing them to the 
risk that their disciplinary liability may be 
triggered solely because of the decisions 
taken by them, it is essential that there 
should be rules that define in a sufficient-
ly clear and precise manner what forms of 
conduct may give rise to disciplinary action 
against judges120.

Under Polish law, disciplinary liability 
may arise if there exists an «obvious and 
gross violations of the law» or a «finding 
of error» entailing an «obvious violation of 
the law»121. The CJEU concluded that these 
expressions do not meet the requirements 
of clarity and precision in that they are not 
such as to prevent the liability of judges 
from being triggered solely on the basis of 
the supposedly “incorrect” content of their 
decisions122. Hence the provisions con-
taining the above-mentioned expressions 
undermine the independence of judges and 
do so, what is more, at the cost of a reduc-
tion in the protection of the value of the rule 
of law in Poland123. 

As highlighted in this paper, Poland 
has introduced national rules that prevent, 
in various ways, Polish judges from acting 
independently. The purpose of those rules 
seems to be to subordinate the judiciary to 
the executive and the parliamentary ma-
jority. The newly established Disciplinary 
Chamber of the Polish Supreme Court has 
been given powers to bring proceedings 
against judges who “break ranks”. These 
new rules are popularly referred to as the 
“Muzzle Law”124. 

As a result of that Muzzle Law, the Com-
mission has brought a fourth infringement 
action before the CJEU against Poland for its 

alleged failure to fulfil obligations concern-
ing the lack of independence of the Disci-
plinary Chamber of the Supreme Court125. 
The Commission has requested that the 
CJEU should declare that various national 
provisions which, in different ways, em-
power the Disciplinary Chamber to bring 
proceedings against judges for questioning 
the new rules infringe Poland’s obligations 
under EU law. The Commission has stated 
five different reasons why the Muzzle Law 
violates various provisions of EU law that 
protect judicial independence. Of particu-
lar importance is that the Muzzle Law pre-
vents Polish courts from requesting pre-
liminary rulings from the CJEU in matters 
of judicial independence and that Polish 
judges may risk disciplinary action if they 
request such rulings. The Commission also 
requested certain interim measures, which 
have been granted by the Vice-President of 
the CJEU, who ordered Poland to immedi-
ately suspend the application of national 
rules on the functioning of the Disciplinary 
Chamber of the Supreme Court with regard 
to disciplinary cases concerning judges un-
til the final judgment is delivered126. On the 
same day, the Polish Constitutional Court 
ruled that the interim measures imposed 
upon Poland by the CJEU are contrary to 
the Polish constitution127. Poland failed 
to comply with the order by suspending 
the application of the national provisions 
in question, whereupon the Vice-Presi-
dent of the CJEU ordered Poland to pay the 
Commission a periodic penalty payment of 
€ 1,000,000 per day128. 

The Commission has also withheld the 
support that Poland would be due under the 
recovery package with financial support to 
Member States that the EU has developed in 
the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, pend-
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ing compliance with the above-mentioned 
order to suspend the Supreme Court’s Dis-
ciplinary Chamber. This has been econom-
ically significant for Poland, and in order 
to unlock billions of euros of funds frozen 
over rule-of-law concerns, the Sejm (the 
lower house of the Polish parliament) voted 
on 26 May 2022 to abolish the controversial 
Disciplinary Chamber and replace it with a 
new body129. However, critics of the Polish 
government say that the new bill on judicial 
reform does not go far enough to ensure 
that judges are not subjected to political 
pressure130.

4. Conclusions

The problems in recent years with some EU 
Member States, not least Poland, no longer 
respecting the fundamental values of the 
ECHR and EU law have given both the EC-
tHR and the CJEU a great deal of work. This 
has yielded an extensive case-law from both 
of them assessing various issues pertain-
ing, inter alia, to the fundamental right to 
an independent and impartial tribunal. In 
this context, it has been necessary to clar-
ify the criteria that a Member State’s deci-
sion-making bodies must meet in order to 
be classified as tribunals exercising their 
jurisdiction independently and impartially 
in a manner consistent with the require-
ments of Article 6 § 1 ECHR and Article 47(2) 
CFR. This paper aims to identify and clarify 
those criteria. Doing so is not an easy task, 
because the different criteria are closely 
interconnected, but one thing is abundant-
ly clear: to qualify, a decision-making body 
must constitute an “independent and im-
partial tribunal established by law”.

The criterion of “established by law” 
requires that a tribunal must have been es-
tablished in conformity with the intentions 
of the legislator. This criterion covers not 
only the legal basis for the very existence 
of a tribunal; rather, the tribunal must also 
comply with the particular rules that regu-
late its composition and the procedure for 
appointing its judges. As expressed by both 
the ECtHR and the CJEU, what is required is 
not just a tribunal “established by law”, but 
a tribunal established “in accordance with 
the law”. If these requirements are not ful-
filled, a decision-making body lacks the le-
gitimacy required to resolve legal disputes 
in a democratic society. 

Further, a tribunal must not only be 
established by law and in accordance with 
the law, but must also be able – and give 
the appearance of being able – to act in-
dependently of the legislature and the ex-
ecutive, and impartially in relation to the 
parties. A tribunal must not take orders or 
instructions from any source whatsoever. 
It must exercise its judicial functions whol-
ly autonomously, without being subject to 
any hierarchical constraint or subordinat-
ed to any other body. There must be no will 
or inclination within the tribunal to favour 
one party over another, and the parties must 
be treated equally in the decision-making 
process and the proceedings. Against this 
background, particular importance in the 
assessment of whether a decision-making 
body fulfils the criteria of an “independent 
and impartial tribunal” should be ascribed 
to the issue of judges’ security of tenure, es-
pecially to (i) the procedure for the appoint-
ment of judges, (ii) the judges’ term of office 
and (iii) the (ir)removability of judges. 

To begin with, it must be predictable 
what qualifications are required to become 
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a judge in a certain State and how the ap-
pointment procedure is organised there. 
The judges sitting on tribunals must be se-
lected on the basis on merit, and the proce-
dure for the appointment of judges must be 
protected from political interference and 
arbitrary appointments. In addition, the 
length of the judges’ term of office is essen-
tial. Appointments do not need to be made 
for a lifetime, but they must have a certain 
duration that cannot be too short. Further, 
one essential requirement in a democratic 
society is that judges should be able to exer-
cise their duties without fear of being dis-
missed if they do not make certain rulings 
or otherwise adjudicate in a way that is not 
desirable to State authorities. The principle 
must be that judges may remain in post un-
til they reach the obligatory retirement age 
or until the expiry of their mandate, where 
it is for a fixed term. While judges need to 
be held accountable if they neglect their 
duties or abuse their position, meaning 
that there is a need for disciplinary mech-
anisms, including to remove judges, the 
disciplinary processes must be predictable. 
There must be specific rules governing the 
dismissal of members of a tribunal, in the 
form of express legislative provisions offer-
ing safeguards to prevent the unlawful and 
discretionary removal of judges. 

On several occasions in recent years, the 
ECtHR and the CJEU have assessed whether 
various Polish legislative initiatives com-
plied with the criteria mentioned above 
and found this not to be the case. For exam-
ple, the new rules lowering the retirement 
age for judges serving on ordinary courts 
and the Supreme Court were deemed not 
to meet either the requirements imposed 
on the procedure for the appointment of 
judges or those applying with regard to the 

irremovability of judges. In addition, the 
newly established Disciplinary Chamber of 
the Supreme Court was considered unlaw-
ful, both regarding its establishment, which 
had not taken place in accordance with the 
law, and regarding the requirement of the 
irremovability of judges. The ECtHR and 
the CJEU in fact rejected the Disciplinary 
Chamber as a tribunal, ruling that there is 
a risk that judges will be removed from of-
fice because of the judgments they give and 
their application of rules of law. In addi-
tion, they found that the Polish rules on the 
disciplinary liability of judges could be used 
as a means of exerting political control over 
judges’ judicial activity, emphasising that 
the wording of the relevant legislative pro-
visions is not such as to prevent judges from 
being subject to disciplinary action solely 
on the basis of the supposedly “incorrect” 
content of their decisions.

Regarding both the retirement age for 
judges and the suspension of the Discipli-
nary Chamber, Poland has chosen to abide 
by the CJEU’s judgments and orders to a 
certain extent, at least on paper. However, 
this has not convinced members of society, 
domestically or internationally, that judges 
in Poland are now protected by the prin-
ciple of independent and impartial judg-
ing and that the situation is under control 
with regard to the rule-of-law problem in 
Poland. At the end of May 2022, when the 
Sejm considered a bill to abolish the Dis-
ciplinary Chamber in its present form, the 
opposition parties voted against the bill, 
arguing that it would create a new discipli-
nary chamber with a new name rather than 
resolving the rule-of-law concerns that had 
been raised by them and by the EU. Unfor-
tunately, there is a significant risk that the 
opposition is right.
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There is no doubt that the legal organisa-
tion in Poland is struggling with significant 
problems regarding the trust of the outside 
world. Another example of this is that sev-
eral EU Member States have questioned 
whether individuals could be surrendered 
to Poland under the EAW. As mentioned 
in the introduction to this paper, the CJEU 
has empowered national courts to carry 
out a “rule-of-law check” of other Mem-
ber States by assessing the independence 
and impartiality of the judicial authorities 
having issued an European arrest warrant. 
A national court may refuse to execute such 
an arrest warrant if it concludes that the is-
suing court does not meet the requirement 
of independence and impartiality and also 
finds that this can affect the individual con-
cerned.

The criteria on the basis of which a na-
tional court should investigate whether an-
other Member State’s judicial authorities 
fulfil the requirements of independence 
and impartiality are often discussed in 
rather general terms, whereas the question 
of how this investigation is to be performed 
in an individual case remains to be an-
swered. It is obvious that the assessing court 
must have access to reliable facts about the 
organisation of the court assessed. Howev-
er, it is unclear how the assessing court is 
to go about finding information and facts 
about the rule-of-law situation in anoth-
er Member State. Either the parties to the 
case could present the facts, or the assess-
ing court could obtain the information it-
self. Another essential issue pertains to the 
importance to be ascribed to such informa-
tion. In this regard, further research as well 
as clarifications from the CJEU are needed 
to make it easier for national courts to car-
ry out this important task. It will take time 

and effort to resolve the situation. Howev-
er, time is likely to be in abundant supply, 
considering that it seems probable that the 
ongoing backsliding of the rule of law in 
various EU Member States will accelerate 
rather than decelerate or be reversed in the 
years to come.
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